1. INTRODUCTION Let R be a bounded smooth domain in IF?,' and v' a second-order symmetric uniformly elliptic operator on S2 with real smooth coefficients for which the maximum principle applies. As it is well known, the eigenvalues of the problem y'u = Au in Q, u=o on ai2.
are positive and form an increasing sequence ,I, < 1, < a.. tending to +co: in addition, the first eigenvalue ,I, is simple and there exists an associated smooth eigenfunction 4 > 0 in Sz which, by the maximum principle, satisfies @,/an < 0 on 30, where a/an is the exterior normal derivative.
In this paper we study the "resonant" Dirichlet problem 2'24 -A, u + g(u) = f in R, u=o on af2,
where g: R + R is a bounded continuous function and f is a given element in I= L*(R). In [ 161, Landesman and Lazer gave a sufficient condition for solvability of (I), namely g-(4, 1) <Cf.@) < g+M 113
where the limits g, = lim,_,, g(u) were assumed to exist and g-< g(u) G g, for all ZJ E R. Since then, several extensions of the Landesman-Lazer result have been obtained (cf. (61 and its exhaustive bibliography) most of which assume a Landesman-Lazer-type condition to hold and hence exclude the case g, = g-(in this situation one may suppose g, = g-= 0 by replacing g(u) by g(u) -g, and f by f -g,). 328
More recently, several existence results have been proved without the Landesman-Lazer condition (e.g., (2-4.9-141). In [ 11, 131 it is considered the situation g_ = g, = 0, g an odd function, f 14, under additional hypotheses on the rate that g(u) tends to zero as 1 u( + co. In [9 J there are no hypotheses on the behavior of g at infinity and, instead, it is assumed that g verifies the "sign condition" and f 1 e5 is an Lm-function (cf. also [ 121) . On the other hand, multiplicity results which also hold for other eigenvalues have been obtained in [ 10. 14) provided that g verifies a weak sign condition of the form g(u) > g, for u > 6 > 0, g(u) < g_ for u < -6 < 0 (with g_ <O < g, say) but, again, there are conditions imposed on the rate that g(u) tends to g* as u + f a-o (cf. also . In particular these rate conditions do not cover situations where g, are approached too rapidly, for instance. exponentially.
Here we study problem (1) without both the Landesman-Lazer condition and any condition on the rate that g(u) approaches g, . We obtain results on nonexistence, existence, and multiplicity of solutions of (1) which extend (sometimes partially) most of the results cited in the preceding paragraph. For the main theorems (Theorem 2 and 3) we assume g + = g_ = 0 and that g verifies the sign condition (2) or Our method combines the well-known Lyapunov-Schmidt procedure with a generalized form of Schauder's fixed point theorem (cf. 12, 181) and strongly explores the fact that @/an < 0 on c?Q for a principal (positive) eigenfunction 4 of the operator Y.
In Section 2 we establish the notation and state the main results, while in Section 3 we provide the proofs. For the sake of completeness we reserve an Appendix (Section 4) for a proof of the above-mentioned Schauder's theorem.
, be the linear selfadjoint operator associated with r;/; -L,.
Then Z= L'(R) admits the (orthogonal) direct sum decomposition ..P'=, I '0.2, where ,I '= N(L) is the (one-dimensional) null space of L and :# = R(L) is the range of L: so we write f = t$ + h and u = s4 + w for given f E .r and u E D(L). Also, the restriction of L to D(L)n. 3 has a compact inverse L-': .I -+ .R. Finally, for g: W + ii? bounded and continuous, we let G: X -+ # be the Nemytskii mapping associated with g which is then uniformly bounded and continuous. With these considerations, the Dirichlet problem (1) can be written in the form of the following equation in P:
and by a solution of (1) it is meant a solution of (3). Now, by projecting over ./r;' and. I. (Lyapunov-Schmidt procedure), Eq. (3) is equivalent to the following system of equations
in :H and I ', respectively, where Q denotes the orthogonal prqiection over .# and P = I -Q the orthogonal projection over . where p=IIL-'ll(llhll+IR1"Zsup)g(~)l) and lR/ is Lebesgue measure of R. Therefore, by Schauder's fixed point theorem, each F, is nonempty so that proj, S = IR and, in fact S c R X B. NOW, system (4), (5) is equivalent to solving the equation @(s, w) = t in S where the mapping @: R x .9 + R is given by @(s, w) = (G(s@ + co), 4) = (_ g(s@ + w)$ dx. (6) .
I>
It is clear that @ is continuous and bounded. This shows the first part of the following: (Now /i, is a bounded set in IFiQ, where m, is the multiplicity of ,I,.) We expect the second part to be also true. Remarks. (6) Actually, assuming only that h E C'(a) and g is a bounded locally P-Holder continuous function one can show that either Ah reduces to a point (in which case Eq. (3) has uncountably many solutions) or else A,, is an interval. This observation is part of a work which is now under preparation and will appear elsewhere.
(7) Our results complement a result in [ 15 ] which shows, for the equation -Au -A, u + u/( 1 + u') = f = t$ + h, the existence of an open interval I= (t-, t,). tm < 0 < f,. such that one has a solution for t E I and no solution for t @ f (the end points and multiplicity are not analysed).
PROOFS OF THEOREMS
We shall start with some preliminary results. Proof: Given E > 0 let R, c fi be an open neighborhood of FR such that jI, $ dx < c. Since $ > 0 in R, we have that lim,_, % g(s#(?c) + U(X)) = g ~ uniformly for .Y E fl\fI, and w E W, hence. from
we obtain that lim sup,,*,, /@(s, w) -g* .J'dx < 2 sup ) g(u)1 E uniformly for o E W. Since E > 0 was arbitrary, the result follows.
LEMMA 2. Gitlen a bounded set WC C;(n) = {w E C'(b) 1 co = 0 on t-Y-2) there exists /3=/3(W) > 0 such that s#(x) + o(x) > 0 and -sqh(x) + W(X) < 0 for all s 2 /?, w E W. x E l7.
Proof. It is a simple consequence of the fact that a@/& < 0 on aR by the maximum principle. LEMMA 3. Let g tleriJi1 condition (2) (resp. (2')) with gf 0, SUJ g(t +) < 0 for some t + > 0 (resp. SUY g(t +) > 0 for some t + > 0). Then, giueti a bounded set W c CA(a) there exists /I+ = B+ (W') > 0 such that @(s, w) < 0 (resp. @(s. w) > 0) and @(-s, o) > 0 (resp. @(-s, (0) < 0)for all s > p+ and UE w. (7) for all s > /I+ and w E W. In fact, one has strict inequality in (7) since for each s > ,!?+ and w E W the function s#(x) + w(x) is zero at any boundary point and assumes the value s max $ + w(xO) >&, max 4 -C > I, at a point .Yo where 4(x,,) = max 9. Therefore s@(x+ ) + w(x+ ) = I+ for some s = .Y+(s. o) E Sz so that g(s@(-u,) + w(x+)) = g(t+) < 0. The proof is sikilar when g satisfies (2') with g(f+) > 0 for some t + > 0.
The next auxiliary result we need is a generalized form of Schauder's fixed point theorem which can be proved via degree theory (see [7. 171) . It guarantees that the set S has arbitrarily large components (cf. 12, 181 where it has also been used). with C,, and C-n+.B+ disjoint by construction, that is, for each t E Ai Eq. (3) has at least two solutions (one in C,., and the other in C-,+.,+). Now, we show that A, = @(S,) is closed. Let t = lim @(s,, (0,) with (s,, wn) E S,. We assume t # 0 since we already know that 0 E Ah. From the a priori estimate IJwII~.~ < C,, p > 1, w E W (cf. proof of Theorem 1) it follows that
and uRi+ u a.e. in 0,' for some subsequence (wnj] of {w,}. On the other hand we must have Is,,1 < const since otherwise Lemma 1 would imply I = 0. Therefore, we may assume that (s,,~} is convergent (actually some subsequence, but we do not change indices), s,,, -+ s, which together with (9) gives (S" , ru,,) + (s, o) in Ip x .@. Hence, since S, is closed and @ is continuous.
we'obtain (s, w) E S, and f = @(s, 0).
Proof of Theorem 3. From Theorem 2 we know that A, is closed, hence ah = inf @, b, = sup @ over S, belong to A,. Moreover, a,, < 0 < 6, if we assume gf 0 satisfies (2) with g(t+) < 0 for some t, > 0, say. Let (s, w) E S, be such that @(g, 0) = a,,. For a given I E (ah. 0), we have that f ( @(s, w) < 0 for all o E W and s sufficiently big (cf. proof of Theorem 2). So fix (S; W) E S, such that t < @(S; 5) < 0 and (cf. K} c S connecting {a} X C', to {j?} x C,, so that we choose C,,, to be the component of S which contains C n.il.0.
